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*** First modified section  *** 

 

4.6.6 Cause Code Mapping 

When a Mobile Station is handed over between UMTS and GSM, a mapping of the cause codes used in the RANAP 
and the BSSMAP protocols is needed. The mapping described here is applicable to the BSSMAP protocol even when 
used inside MAP in the E-interface. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Relocation Required and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Handover Request is as follows: 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         08.08              |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
RELOCATION REQUIRED            HANDOVER REQUEST        |  
                                                       | 
 -Time critical relocation      -'uplink quality'      | 
Better cell           |  
 -Resource optimisation         -Traffic                       |  
1 
  relocation                                           |  
 -Relocation desirable for      -Better cell           |  
  radio reasons                                        |  
 -Directed retry                -Directed retry        | 
 -Any other value               -Better cell           |  
 

NOTE 1: Cause code not used at inter-system handover. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Relocation Cancel and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Clear Command is as follows: 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         08.08              |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
RELOCATION CANCEL              CLEAR COMMAND           |  
                                                       | 
 -Trelocprepexpiry              -Radio interface       |  
                                 failure, reversion to |   
                                 old channel           |  
 -Interaction with other        -Radio interface       |  
  procedure                      failure, reversion to |   
                                 old channel           |  
 -Any other value               -Radio interface       |  
                                 failure, reversion to |   
                                 old channel           |  
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The mapping between the cause codes received in BSSMAP Handover Failure and the cause codes sent in RANAP 
Relocation Preparation Failure is as follows: 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     08.08                         25.413              |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
HANDOVER FAILURE               RELOCATION PREP. FAILURE|  
                                                       | 
 -Ciphering algorithm not       -Requested ciphering   |  
  supported                      and/or integrity      |   
                                 protection is not     | 
                                 supported             |  
 -Circuit pool mismatch                                |  1 
 -Equipment failure             -Relocation failure in |  
                                 Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Invalid message contents      - Abstract Syntax Error|  
 -No radio resource available   -Relocation failure in |  
                                 Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -O and M intervention          -O and M intervention  |  
 -Radio interface failure,                             |  2 
  reversion to old channel                             |   
 -Radio interface message       -Relocation failure in |  
  failure                        Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Requested speech version      -Relocation failure in |  
  unavailable                    Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Requested terrestrial         -Relocation failure in |  
  resource unavailable           Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Requested transcoding/rate    -Relocation failure in |  
  adaption unavailable           Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Switch circuit pool                                  |  1 
 -Terrestrial circuit already   -Relocation failure in |  
  allocated                      Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Any other value               -Relocation failure in |  
                                 Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 

NOTE 1: Cause code not used at inter-system handover. 

NOTE 2: Cause code not applicable to this traffic case. 

 

 

*** Next modified section *** 
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4.7.6 Cause Code Mapping 

When a Mobile Station is handed over between GSM and UMTS, a mapping of the cause codes used in the BSSMAP 
and the RANAP protocols is needed. The mapping  described here is applicable to the BSSMAP protocol even when 
used inside MAP in the E-interface. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in BSSMAP Handover Required and the cause codes sent in RANAP 
Relocation Request is as follows: 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     08.08                         25.413              |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
HANDOVER REQUIRED              RELOCATION REQUEST      |  
                                                       | 
 -Better Cell                   -Relocation Desirable  | 
                                 for Radio Reasons     | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Directed retry                -Directed retry        |   
 -Distance                      -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Downlink quality              -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Downlink strength             -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -O and M intervention          -O and M intervention  |  
 -Preemption                    -RAB pre-empted        |  
 -Response to MSC invocation    -Network Optimisation  | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Switch circuit pool                                  |  1 
 -Traffic                       -Resource Optimisation | 
                                 Relocation            | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Uplink quality                -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Uplink strength               -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Any other value               -Relocation Desirable  | 
                                 for Radio Reasons     | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 

NOTE 1: Cause code not used at inter-system handover. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in BSSMAP Handover Request and the cause codes sent in RANAP 
Relocation Request is as follows (the mapping is only used for the MAP-E interface): 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     08.08                         25.413              |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
HANDOVER REQUEST               RELOCATION REQUEST      |  
                                                       | 
 -Better Cell                   -Relocation Desirable  | 
                                 for Radio Reasons     | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Directed retry                - Directed retry       |   
 -Distance                      -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Downlink quality              -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Downlink strength             -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -O and M intervention          -O and M intervention  |  
 -Preemption                    -RAB pre-empted        |  
 -Response to MSC invocation    -Network Optimisation  | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Switch circuit pool                                  |  1 
 -Traffic                       -Resource Optimisation | 
                                 Relocation            | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Uplink quality                -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Uplink strength               -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Any other value               -Relocation Desirable  | 
                                 for Radio Reasons     | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 

NOTE 1: Cause code not used at inter-system handover. 
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The mapping between the cause codes received in BSSMAP Handover Failure and the cause codes sent in RANAP Iu 
Release Command is as follows: 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     08.08                         25.413              |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
HANDOVER FAILURE               IU RELEASE COMMAND      |  
                                                       | 
 -Ciphering algorithm not                              |  2 
  supported                                            |   
 -Circuit pool mismatch                                |  1 
 -Equipment failure             -Relocation cancelled  |  
 -Invalid message contents      -Abstract Syntax Error |  
 -No radio resource available                          |  2  
 -O and M intervention          -O and M intervention  |  
 -Radio interface failure,      -Relocation cancelled  |  
  reversion to old channel                             |   
 -Radio interface message       -Relocation cancelled  |  
  failure                                              |   
 -Requested speech version                             |  2  
  unavailable                                          |   
 -Requested terrestrial                                |  2  
  resource unavailable                                 |   
 -Requested transcoding/rate                           |  2  
  adaption unavailable                                 |   
 -Switch circuit pool                                  |  1 
 -Terrestrial circuit already   -Relocation cancelled  |  
  allocated                                            |   
 -Any other value               -Relocation cancelled  |  
 

NOTE 1: Cause code not used at inter-system handover. 

NOTE 2: Cause code not applicable to this traffic case. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Relocation Failure and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Handover Failure is as follows (this mapping is only used for the MAP-E interface): 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         08.08              |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
RELOCATION FAILURE             HANDOVER FAILURE        |  
                                                       | 
-Any value                      -No radio resource     |  
                                 available             |  
 

 

The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Relocation Failure and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Handover Request Reject is as follows: 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         08.08              |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
RELOCATION FAILURE     HANDOVER REQUIRED REJECT        |  
                                                       | 
-Any value                      -No radio resource     |  
                                 available             |  
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The mapping between the RANAP and the BSSMAP assignment messages is used in the MAP-E interface. RANAP 
RAB Assignment Response with successful result is mapped to BSSMAP Assignment Complete; RANAP RAB 
Assignment Response with unsuccessful result is mapped to BSSMAP Assignment Failure. The mapping between the 
cause codes received in RANAP RAB Assignment Response and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP Assignment Failure 
is as follows (this mapping is only used for the MAP-E interface): 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         08.08              |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
RAB ASSIGNMENT RESPONSE        ASSIGNMENT FAILURE      |  
                                                       | 
-Requested traffic class not   –No radio resource      |  
 available                      available              | 
-Invalid RAB parameters value  –Invalid msg. contents  |  
-Requested max bit rate not    –No radio resource      |    
 available                      available              | 
-Requested max bit rate for DL –No radio resource      |    
 not available                  available              | 
-Requested max bit rate for UL –No radio resource      |    
 not available                  available              | 
-Requested guaranteed bit rate –No radio resource      |    
 not available                  available              | 
-Requested guaranteed bit rate –No radio resource      |    
 for DL not available           available              | 
-Requested guaranteed bit rate –No radio resource      |    
 for UL not available           available              | 
-Requested transfer delay not  –No radio resource      |    
 achievable                     available              | 
-Invalid RAB param. combination–Invalid msg. contents  |  
-Condition violation for SDU   –Invalid msg. contents  | 
 parameters                                            | 
-Condition violation for       –Invalid msg. contents  | 
 traffic handling priority                             | 
-Condition violation for       –Invalid msg. contents  | 
 guaranteed bit rate                                   | 
-User plane not supported      –No radio resource      | 
                                available              | 
-Iu UP failure                 –Equipment failure      | 
-Tqueuing expiry               –Radio interface message| 
                                failure                | 
-Invalid RAB id                –Invalid msg. contents  | 
-Request superseeded           –No radio resource      | 
                                available              | 
-Relocation triggered          -No radio resource      | 
                                available              | 
-Any other value               –Radio interface message| 
                                failure                | 
 

 
The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Location Report and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Handover Performed is as follows (this mapping is only used for the MAP-E interface): 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         08.08              |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
LOCATION REPORT                HANDOVER PERFORMED      |  
                                                       | 
-User restriction start ind.   –O&M intervention       |  
-User restriction start ind.   –O&M intervention       |  
-Requested report type not                             |  1  
 supported                                             | 
-Any other value               -Better cell            | 
 

NOTE 1: In this case, no Handover Performed is sent. 
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*** First modified section  *** 

 

4.6.6 Cause Code Mapping 

When a Mobile Station is handed over between UMTS and GSM, a mapping of the cause codes used in the RANAP 
and the BSSMAP protocols is needed. The mapping described here is applicable to the BSSMAP protocol even when 
used inside MAP in the E-interface. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Relocation Required and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Handover Request is as follows: 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         48.008             | Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
RELOCATION REQUIRED            HANDOVER REQUEST        |  
                                                       | 
 -Time critical relocation      -'uplink quality'      | 
Better cell           |  
 -Resource optimisation         -Traffic                       |  
1 
  relocation                                           |  
 -Relocation desirable for      -Better cell           |  
  radio reasons                                        |  
 -Directed retry                -Directed retry        | 
 -Any other value               -Better cell           |  

NOTE 1: Cause code not used at inter-system handover. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Relocation Cancel and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Clear Command is as follows: 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         48.008             | Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
RELOCATION CANCEL              CLEAR COMMAND           |  
                                                       | 
 -Trelocprepexpiry              -Radio interface       |  
                                 failure, reversion to |   
                                 old channel           |  
 -Interaction with other        -Radio interface       |  
  procedure                      failure, reversion to |   
                                 old channel           |  
 -Any other value               -Radio interface       |  
                                 failure, reversion to |   
                                 old channel           |  

The mapping between the cause codes received in BSSMAP Handover Failure and the cause codes sent in RANAP 
Relocation Preparation Failure is as follows: 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     48.008                         25.413             | Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
HANDOVER FAILURE               RELOCATION PREP. FAILURE|  
                                                       | 
 -Ciphering algorithm not       -Requested ciphering   |  
  supported                      and/or integrity      |   
                                 protection is not     | 
                                 supported             |  
 -Circuit pool mismatch                                |  1 
 -Equipment failure             -Relocation failure in |  
                                 Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Invalid message contents      - Abstract Syntax Error|  
 -No radio resource available   -Relocation failure in |  
                                 Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -O and M intervention          -O and M intervention  |  
 -Radio interface failure,                             |  2 
  reversion to old channel                             |   
 -Radio interface message       -Relocation failure in |  
  failure                        Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Requested speech version      -Relocation failure in |  
  unavailable                    Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Requested terrestrial         -Relocation failure in |  
  resource unavailable           Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Requested transcoding/rate    -Relocation failure in |  
  adaption unavailable           Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Switch circuit pool                                  |  1 
 -Terrestrial circuit already   -Relocation failure in |  
  allocated                      Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Any other value               -Relocation failure in |  
                                 Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  

NOTE 1: Cause code not used at inter-system handover. 

NOTE 2: Cause code not applicable to this traffic case. 

 

*** Next modified section *** 

 

4.7.6 Cause Code Mapping 

When a Mobile Station is handed over between GSM and UMTS, a mapping of the cause codes used in the BSSMAP 
and the RANAP protocols is needed. The mapping  described here is applicable to the BSSMAP protocol even when 
used inside MAP in the E-interface. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in BSSMAP Handover Required and the cause codes sent in RANAP 
Relocation Request is as follows: 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     48.008                        25.413              |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
HANDOVER REQUIRED              RELOCATION REQUEST      |  
                                                       | 
 -Better Cell                   -Relocation Desirable  | 
                                 For Radio Reasons     | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Directed retry                -Directed retry        |   
 -Distance                      -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Downlink quality              -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Downlink strength             -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -O and M intervention          -O and M intervention  |  
 -Preemption                    -RAB pre-empted        |  
 -Response to MSC invocation    -Network Optimisation  | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Switch circuit pool                                  |  1 
 -Traffic                       -Resource Optimisation | 
                                 Relocation            | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Uplink quality                -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Uplink strength               -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Any other value               -Relocation Desirable For Radio 
Reasons Time critical reloc.  |  

NOTE 1: Cause code not used at inter-system handover. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in BSSMAP Handover Request and the cause codes sent in RANAP 
Relocation Request is as follows (the mapping is only used for the MAP-E interface): 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     48.008                        25.413              |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
HANDOVER REQUEST               RELOCATION REQUEST      |  
                                                       | 
 -Better Cell                   -Relocation Desirable  | 
                                 For Radio Reasons     | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Directed retry                - Directed retry       |   
 -Distance                      -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Downlink quality              -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Downlink strength             -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -O and M intervention          -O and M intervention  |  
 -Preemption                    -RAB pre-empted        |  
 -Response to MSC invocation    -Network Optimisation  | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Switch circuit pool                                  |  1 
 -Traffic                       -Resource Optimisation | 
                                 Relocation            | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Uplink quality                -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Uplink strength               -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Any other value               -Relocation Desirable  | 
                                 For Radio Reasons     | 
Time critical reloc.  |  

NOTE 1: Cause code not used at inter-system handover. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in BSSMAP Handover Failure and the cause codes sent in RANAP Iu 
Release Command is as follows: 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     48.008                        25.413              |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
HANDOVER FAILURE               IU RELEASE COMMAND      |  
                                                       | 
 -Ciphering algorithm not                              |  2 
  supported                                            |   
 -Circuit pool mismatch                                |  1 
 -Equipment failure             -Relocation cancelled  |  
 -Invalid message contents      -Abstract Syntax Error |  
 -No radio resource available                          |  2  
 -O and M intervention          -O and M intervention  |  
 -Radio interface failure,      -Relocation cancelled  |  
  reversion to old channel                             |   
 -Radio interface message       -Relocation cancelled  |  
  failure                                              |   
 -Requested speech version                             |  2  
  unavailable                                          |   
 -Requested terrestrial                                |  2  
  resource unavailable                                 |   
 -Requested transcoding/rate                           |  2  
  adaption unavailable                                 |   
 -Switch circuit pool                                  |  1 
 -Terrestrial circuit already   -Relocation cancelled  |  
  allocated                                            |   
 -Any other value               -Relocation cancelled  |  

NOTE 1: Cause code not used at inter-system handover. 

NOTE 2: Cause code not applicable to this traffic case. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Relocation Failure and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Handover Failure is as follows (this mapping is only used for the MAP-E interface): 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         48.008             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
RELOCATION FAILURE             HANDOVER FAILURE        |  
                                                       | 
-Any value                      -No radio resource     |  
                                 available             |  

The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Relocation Failure and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Handover Request Reject is as follows: 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         48.008             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
RELOCATION FAILURE     HANDOVER REQUIRED REJECT        |  
                                                       | 
-Any value                      -No radio resource     |  
                                 available             |  

The mapping between the RANAP and the BSSMAP assignment messages is used in the MAP-E interface. RANAP 
RAB Assignment Response with successful result is mapped to BSSMAP Assignment Complete; RANAP RAB 
Assignment Response with unsuccessful result is mapped to BSSMAP Assignment Failure. The mapping between the 
cause codes received in RANAP RAB Assignment Response and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP Assignment Failure 
is as follows (this mapping is only used for the MAP-E interface): 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         48.008             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
RAB ASSIGNMENT RESPONSE        ASSIGNMENT FAILURE      |  
                                                       | 
-Requested traffic class not   –No radio resource      |  
 available                      available              | 
-Invalid RAB parameters value  –Invalid msg. contents  |  
-Requested max bit rate not    –No radio resource      |    
 available                      available              | 
-Requested max bit rate for DL –No radio resource      |    
 not available                  available              | 
-Requested max bit rate for UL –No radio resource      |    
 not available                  available              | 
-Requested guaranteed bit rate –No radio resource      |    
 not available                  available              | 
-Requested guaranteed bit rate –No radio resource      |    
 for DL not available           available              | 
-Requested guaranteed bit rate –No radio resource      |    
 for UL not available           available              | 
-Requested transfer delay not  –No radio resource      |    
 achievable                     available              | 
-Invalid RAB param. combination–Invalid msg. contents  |  
-Condition violation for SDU   –Invalid msg. contents  | 
 parameters                                            | 
-Condition violation for       –Invalid msg. contents  | 
 traffic handling priority                             | 
-Condition violation for       –Invalid msg. contents  | 
 guaranteed bit rate                                   | 
-User plane not supported      –No radio resource      | 
                                available              | 
-Iu UP failure                 –Equipment failure      | 
-Tqueuing expiry               –Radio interface message| 
                                failure                | 
-Invalid RAB id                –Invalid msg. contents  | 
-Request superseeded           –No radio resource      | 
                                available              | 
-Relocation triggered          -No radio resource      | 
                                available              | 
-Any other value               –Radio interface message| 
                                failure                | 

 

The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Location Report and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Handover Performed is as follows (this mapping is only used for the MAP-E interface): 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         48.008             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
LOCATION REPORT                HANDOVER PERFORMED      |  
                                                       | 
-User restriction start ind.   –O&M intervention       |  
-User restriction start ind.   –O&M intervention       |  
-Requested report type not                             |  1  
 supported                                             | 
-Any other value               -Better cell            | 

NOTE 1: In this case, no Handover Performed is sent. 
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*** First modified section  *** 

 

4.6.6 Cause Code Mapping 

When a Mobile Station is handed over between UMTS and GSM, a mapping of the cause codes used in the RANAP 
and the BSSMAP protocols is needed. The mapping described here is applicable to the BSSMAP protocol even when 
used inside MAP in the E-interface. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Relocation Required and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Handover Request is as follows: 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         48.008             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
RELOCATION REQUIRED            HANDOVER REQUEST        |  
                                                       | 
 -Time critical relocation      -'uplink quality'      | 
Better cell           |  
 -Resource optimisation         -Traffic                       |  
1 
  relocation                                           |  
 -Relocation desirable for      -Better cell           |  
  radio reasons                                        |  
 -Directed retry                -Directed retry        | 
 -Any other value               -Better cell           |  

NOTE 1: Cause code not used at inter-system handover. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Relocation Cancel and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Clear Command is as follows: 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         48.008             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
RELOCATION CANCEL              CLEAR COMMAND           |  
                                                       | 
 -Trelocprepexpiry              -Radio interface       |  
                                 failure, reversion to |   
                                 old channel           |  
 -Interaction with other        -Radio interface       |  
  procedure                      failure, reversion to |   
                                 old channel           |  
 -Any other value               -Radio interface       |  
                                 failure, reversion to |   
                                 old channel           |  

The mapping between the cause codes received in BSSMAP Handover Failure and the cause codes sent in RANAP 
Relocation Preparation Failure is as follows: 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     48.008                         25.413             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
HANDOVER FAILURE               RELOCATION PREP. FAILURE|  
                                                       | 
 -Ciphering algorithm not       -Requested ciphering   |  
  supported                      and/or integrity      |   
                                 protection is not     | 
                                 supported             |  
 -Circuit pool mismatch                                |  1 
 -Equipment failure             -Relocation failure in |  
                                 Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Invalid message contents      - Abstract Syntax Error|  
 -No radio resource available   -Relocation failure in |  
                                 Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -O and M intervention          -O and M intervention  |  
 -Radio interface failure,                             |  2 
  reversion to old channel                             |   
 -Radio interface message       -Relocation failure in |  
  failure                        Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Requested speech version      -Relocation failure in |  
  unavailable                    Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Requested terrestrial         -Relocation failure in |  
  resource unavailable           Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Requested transcoding/rate    -Relocation failure in |  
  adaption unavailable           Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Switch circuit pool                                  |  1 
 -Terrestrial circuit already   -Relocation failure in |  
  allocated                      Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Any other value               -Relocation failure in |  
                                 Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  

NOTE 1: Cause code not used at inter-system handover. 

NOTE 2: Cause code not applicable to this traffic case. 

 

*** Next modified section *** 

 

4.7.6 Cause Code Mapping 

When a Mobile Station is handed over between GSM and UMTS, a mapping of the cause codes used in the BSSMAP 
and the RANAP protocols is needed. The mapping  described here is applicable to the BSSMAP protocol even when 
used inside MAP in the E-interface. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in BSSMAP Handover Required and the cause codes sent in RANAP 
Relocation Request is as follows: 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     48.008                         25.413             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
HANDOVER REQUIRED              RELOCATION REQUEST      |  
                                                       | 
 -Better Cell                   -Relocation Desirable  | 
                                 For Radio Reasons     | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Directed retry                -Directed retry        |   
 -Distance                      -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Downlink quality              -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Downlink strength             -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -O and M intervention          -O and M intervention  |  
 -Preemption                    -RAB pre-empted        |  
 -Response to MSC invocation    -Network Optimisation  | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Switch circuit pool                                  |  1 
 -Traffic                       -Resource Optimisation | 
                                 Relocation            | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Uplink quality                -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Uplink strength               -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Any other value               -Relocation Desirable  | 
                                 For Radio Reasons     | 
Time critical reloc.  |  

NOTE 1: Cause code not used at inter-system handover. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in BSSMAP Handover Request and the cause codes sent in RANAP 
Relocation Request is as follows (the mapping is only used for the MAP-E interface): 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     48.008                         25.413             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
HANDOVER REQUEST               RELOCATION REQUEST      |  
                                                       | 
 -Better Cell                   -Relocation Desirable  | 
                                 For Radio Reasons     | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Directed retry                - Directed retry       |   
 -Distance                      -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Downlink quality              -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Downlink strength             -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -O and M intervention          -O and M intervention  |  
 -Preemption                    -RAB pre-empted        |  
 -Response to MSC invocation    -Network Optimisation  | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Switch circuit pool                                  |  1 
 -Traffic                       -Resource Optimisation | 
                                 Relocation            | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Uplink quality                -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Uplink strength               -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Any other value               -Relocation Desirable  | 
                                 For Radio Reasons     | 
Time critical reloc.  |  

NOTE 1: Cause code not used at inter-system handover. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in BSSMAP Handover Failure and the cause codes sent in RANAP Iu 
Release Command is as follows: 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     48.008                         25.413             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
HANDOVER FAILURE               IU RELEASE COMMAND      |  
                                                       | 
 -Ciphering algorithm not                              |  2 
  supported                                            |   
 -Circuit pool mismatch                                |  1 
 -Equipment failure             -Relocation cancelled  |  
 -Invalid message contents      -Abstract Syntax Error |  
 -No radio resource available                          |  2  
 -O and M intervention          -O and M intervention  |  
 -Radio interface failure,      -Relocation cancelled  |  
  reversion to old channel                             |   
 -Radio interface message       -Relocation cancelled  |  
  failure                                              |   
 -Requested speech version                             |  2  
  unavailable                                          |   
 -Requested terrestrial                                |  2  
  resource unavailable                                 |   
 -Requested transcoding/rate                           |  2  
  adaption unavailable                                 |   
 -Switch circuit pool                                  |  1 
 -Terrestrial circuit already   -Relocation cancelled  |  
  allocated                                            |   
 -Any other value               -Relocation cancelled  |  

NOTE 1: Cause code not used at inter-system handover. 

NOTE 2: Cause code not applicable to this traffic case. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Relocation Failure and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Handover Failure is as follows (this mapping is only used for the MAP-E interface): 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         48.008             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
RELOCATION FAILURE             HANDOVER FAILURE        |  
                                                       | 
-GERAN Iu-mode failure          -GERAN Iu-mode failure |  
-Any other value                -No radio resource     |  
                                 available             |  

The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Relocation Failure and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Handover Required Reject is as follows: 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         48.008             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
RELOCATION FAILURE     HANDOVER REQUIRED REJECT        |  
                                                       | 
-GERAN Iu-mode failure          -GERAN Iu-mode failure |  
-Incoming Relocation            -Incoming Relocation   | 
 Not Supported Due To            Not Supported Due To  | 
 PUESBINE Feature                PUESBINE Feature      |  
-Any other value                -No radio resource     |  
                                 available             |  

The mapping between the RANAP and the BSSMAP assignment messages is used in the MAP-E interface. RANAP 
RAB Assignment Response with successful result is mapped to BSSMAP Assignment Complete; RANAP RAB 
Assignment Response with unsuccessful result is mapped to BSSMAP Assignment Failure. The mapping between the 
cause codes received in RANAP RAB Assignment Response and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP Assignment Failure 
is as follows (this mapping is only used for the MAP-E interface): 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         48.008             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
RAB ASSIGNMENT RESPONSE        ASSIGNMENT FAILURE      |  
                                                       | 
-Requested traffic class not   –No radio resource      |  
 available                      available              | 
-Invalid RAB parameters value  –Invalid msg. contents  |  
-Requested max bit rate not    –No radio resource      |    
 available                      available              | 
-Requested max bit rate for DL –No radio resource      |    
 not available                  available              | 
-Requested max bit rate for UL –No radio resource      |    
 not available                  available              | 
-Requested guaranteed bit rate –No radio resource      |    
 not available                  available              | 
-Requested guaranteed bit rate –No radio resource      |    
 for DL not available           available              | 
-Requested guaranteed bit rate –No radio resource      |    
 for UL not available           available              | 
-Requested transfer delay not  –No radio resource      |    
 achievable                     available              | 
-Invalid RAB param. combination–Invalid msg. contents  |  
-Condition violation for SDU   –Invalid msg. contents  | 
 parameters                                            | 
-Condition violation for       –Invalid msg. contents  | 
 traffic handling priority                             | 
-Condition violation for       –Invalid msg. contents  | 
 guaranteed bit rate                                   | 
-User plane not supported      –No radio resource      | 
                                available              | 
-Iu UP failure                 –Equipment failure      | 
-Tqueuing expiry               –Radio interface message| 
                                failure                | 
-Invalid RAB id                –Invalid msg. contents  | 
-Request superseeded           –No radio resource      | 
                                available              | 
-Relocation triggered          -Relocation triggered   | 
-GERAN Iu-mode failure         -GERAN Iu-mode failure  |  
-Any other value               –Radio interface message| 
                                failure                | 
 

The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Security Mode Reject and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Cipher Mode Reject is as follows (this mapping is only used for the MAP-E interface): 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         48.008             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
SECURITY MODE REJECT           CIPHER MODE REJECT      | 
                                                       | 
-Requested ciphering and/or    –Ciphering algorithm    | 
 integrity protection           not supported          | 
 algorithms not supported                              | 
-Failure in the radio          –Radio interface message| 
 interface procedure            failure                | 
-Change of ciphering and/or    -Invalid msg. contents  | 
 integrity protection is                               | 
 not supported                                         | 
-Relocation triggered          -Relocation triggered   | 
-Any other value               –Radio interface message| 
                                failure                | 
 

The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Location Report and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Handover Performed is as follows (this mapping is only used for the MAP-E interface): 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         48.008             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
LOCATION REPORT                HANDOVER PERFORMED      |  
                                                       | 
-User restriction start ind.   –O&M intervention       |  
-User restriction start ind.   –O&M intervention       |  
-Requested report type not                             |  1  
 supported                                             | 
-Any other value               -Better cell            | 

NOTE 1: In this case, no Handover Performed is sent. 
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*** First modified section  *** 

 

4.6.6 Cause Code Mapping 

When a Mobile Station is handed over between UMTS and GSM, a mapping of the cause codes used in the RANAP 
and the BSSMAP protocols is needed. The mapping described here is applicable to the BSSMAP protocol even when 
used inside MAP in the E-interface. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Relocation Required and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Handover Request is as follows: 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         48.008             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
RELOCATION REQUIRED            HANDOVER REQUEST        |  
                                                       | 
 -Time critical relocation      -'uplink quality'      | 
Better cell           |  
 -Resource optimisation         -Traffic                       |  
1 
  relocation                                           |  
 -Relocation desirable for      -Better cell           |  
  radio reasons                                        |  
 -Directed retry                -Directed retry        | 
 -Any other value               -Better cell           |  

NOTE 1: Cause code not used at inter-system handover. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Relocation Cancel and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Clear Command is as follows: 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         48.008             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
RELOCATION CANCEL              CLEAR COMMAND           |  
                                                       | 
 -Trelocprepexpiry              -Radio interface       |  
                                 failure, reversion to |   
                                 old channel           |  
 -Interaction with other        -Radio interface       |  
  procedure                      failure, reversion to |   
                                 old channel           |  
 -Any other value               -Radio interface       |  
                                 failure, reversion to |   
                                 old channel           |  

The mapping between the cause codes received in BSSMAP Handover Failure and the cause codes sent in RANAP 
Relocation Preparation Failure is as follows: 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     48.008                         25.413             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
HANDOVER FAILURE               RELOCATION PREP. FAILURE|  
                                                       | 
 -Ciphering algorithm not       -Requested ciphering   |  
  supported                      and/or integrity      |   
                                 protection is not     | 
                                 supported             |  
 -Circuit pool mismatch                                |  1 
 -Equipment failure             -Relocation failure in |  
                                 Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Invalid message contents      - Abstract Syntax Error|  
 -No radio resource available   -Relocation failure in |  
                                 Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -O and M intervention          -O and M intervention  |  
 -Radio interface failure,                             |  2 
  reversion to old channel                             |   
 -Radio interface message       -Relocation failure in |  
  failure                        Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Requested speech version      -Relocation failure in |  
  unavailable                    Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Requested terrestrial         -Relocation failure in |  
  resource unavailable           Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Requested transcoding/rate    -Relocation failure in |  
  adaption unavailable           Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Switch circuit pool                                  |  1 
 -Terrestrial circuit already   -Relocation failure in |  
  allocated                      Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  
 -Any other value               -Relocation failure in |  
                                 Target CN/RNC or      |   
                                 target system         |  

NOTE 1: Cause code not used at inter-system handover. 

NOTE 2: Cause code not applicable to this traffic case. 

 

*** Next modified section *** 

 

4.7.6 Cause Code Mapping 

When a Mobile Station is handed over between GSM and UMTS, a mapping of the cause codes used in the BSSMAP 
and the RANAP protocols is needed. The mapping  described here is applicable to the BSSMAP protocol even when 
used inside MAP in the E-interface. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in BSSMAP Handover Required and the cause codes sent in RANAP 
Relocation Request is as follows: 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     48.008                         25.413             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
HANDOVER REQUIRED              RELOCATION REQUEST      |  
                                                       | 
 -Better Cell                   -Relocation Desirable  | 
                                 For Radio Reasons     | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Directed retry                -Directed retry        |   
 -Distance                      -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Downlink quality              -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Downlink strength             -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -O and M intervention          -O and M intervention  |  
 -Preemption                    -RAB pre-empted        |  
 -Response to MSC invocation    -Network Optimisation  | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Switch circuit pool                                  |  1 
 -Traffic                       -Resource Optimisation | 
                                 Relocation            | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Uplink quality                -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Uplink strength               -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Any other value               -Relocation Desirable  | 
                                 For Radio Reasons     | 
Time critical reloc.  |  

NOTE 1: Cause code not used at inter-system handover. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in BSSMAP Handover Request and the cause codes sent in RANAP 
Relocation Request is as follows (the mapping is only used for the MAP-E interface): 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     48.008                         25.413             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
HANDOVER REQUEST               RELOCATION REQUEST      |  
                                                       | 
 -Better Cell                   -Relocation Desirable  | 
                                 For Radio Reasons     | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Directed retry                - Directed retry       |   
 -Distance                      -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Downlink quality              -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Downlink strength             -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -O and M intervention          -O and M intervention  |  
 -Preemption                    -RAB pre-empted        |  
 -Response to MSC invocation    -Network Optimisation  | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Switch circuit pool                                  |  1 
 -Traffic                       -Resource Optimisation | 
                                 Relocation            | 
Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Uplink quality                -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Uplink strength               -Time critical reloc.  |  
 -Any other value               -Relocation Desirable  | 
                                 For Radio Reasons     | 
Time critical reloc.  |  

NOTE 1: Cause code not used at inter-system handover. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in BSSMAP Handover Failure and the cause codes sent in RANAP Iu 
Release Command is as follows: 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     48.008                         25.413             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
HANDOVER FAILURE               IU RELEASE COMMAND      |  
                                                       | 
 -Ciphering algorithm not                              |  2 
  supported                                            |   
 -Circuit pool mismatch                                |  1 
 -Equipment failure             -Relocation cancelled  |  
 -Invalid message contents      -Abstract Syntax Error |  
 -No radio resource available                          |  2  
 -O and M intervention          -O and M intervention  |  
 -Radio interface failure,      -Relocation cancelled  |  
  reversion to old channel                             |   
 -Radio interface message       -Relocation cancelled  |  
  failure                                              |   
 -Requested speech version                             |  2  
  unavailable                                          |   
 -Requested terrestrial                                |  2  
  resource unavailable                                 |   
 -Requested transcoding/rate                           |  2  
  adaption unavailable                                 |   
 -Switch circuit pool                                  |  1 
 -Terrestrial circuit already   -Relocation cancelled  |  
  allocated                                            |   
 -Any other value               -Relocation cancelled  |  

NOTE 1: Cause code not used at inter-system handover. 

NOTE 2: Cause code not applicable to this traffic case. 

The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Relocation Failure and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Handover Failure is as follows (this mapping is only used for the MAP-E interface): 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         48.008             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
RELOCATION FAILURE             HANDOVER FAILURE        |  
                                                       | 
-GERAN Iu-mode failure          -GERAN Iu-mode failure |  
-Any other value                -No radio resource     |  
                                 available             |  

The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Relocation Failure and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Handover Required Reject is as follows: 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         48.008             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
RELOCATION FAILURE     HANDOVER REQUIRED REJECT        |  
                                                       | 
-GERAN Iu-mode failure          -GERAN Iu-mode failure |  
-Incoming Relocation            -Incoming Relocation   | 
 Not Supported Due To            Not Supported Due To  | 
 PUESBINE Feature                PUESBINE Feature      |  
-Any other value                -No radio resource     |  
                                 available             |  

The mapping between the RANAP and the BSSMAP assignment messages is used in the MAP-E interface. RANAP 
RAB Assignment Response with successful result is mapped to BSSMAP Assignment Complete; RANAP RAB 
Assignment Response with unsuccessful result is mapped to BSSMAP Assignment Failure. The mapping between the 
cause codes received in RANAP RAB Assignment Response and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP Assignment Failure 
is as follows (this mapping is only used for the MAP-E interface): 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         48.008             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
RAB ASSIGNMENT RESPONSE        ASSIGNMENT FAILURE      |  
                                                       | 
-Requested traffic class not   –No radio resource      |  
 available                      available              | 
-Invalid RAB parameters value  –Invalid msg. contents  |  
-Requested max bit rate not    –No radio resource      |    
 available                      available              | 
-Requested max bit rate for DL –No radio resource      |    
 not available                  available              | 
-Requested max bit rate for UL –No radio resource      |    
 not available                  available              | 
-Requested guaranteed bit rate –No radio resource      |    
 not available                  available              | 
-Requested guaranteed bit rate –No radio resource      |    
 for DL not available           available              | 
-Requested guaranteed bit rate –No radio resource      |    
 for UL not available           available              | 
-Requested transfer delay not  –No radio resource      |    
 achievable                     available              | 
-Invalid RAB param. combination–Invalid msg. contents  |  
-Condition violation for SDU   –Invalid msg. contents  | 
 parameters                                            | 
-Condition violation for       –Invalid msg. contents  | 
 traffic handling priority                             | 
-Condition violation for       –Invalid msg. contents  | 
 guaranteed bit rate                                   | 
-User plane not supported      –No radio resource      | 
                                available              | 
-Iu UP failure                 –Equipment failure      | 
-Tqueuing expiry               –Radio interface message| 
                                failure                | 
-Invalid RAB id                –Invalid msg. contents  | 
-Request superseeded           –No radio resource      | 
                                available              | 
-Relocation triggered          -Relocation triggered   | 
-GERAN Iu-mode failure         -GERAN Iu-mode failure  |  
-Any other value               –Radio interface message| 
                                failure                | 
 

The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Security Mode Reject and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Cipher Mode Reject is as follows (this mapping is only used for the MAP-E interface): 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         48.008             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
SECURITY MODE REJECT           CIPHER MODE REJECT      | 
                                                       | 
-Requested ciphering and/or    –Ciphering algorithm    | 
 integrity protection           not supported          | 
 algorithms not supported                              | 
-Failure in the radio          –Radio interface message| 
 interface procedure            failure                | 
-Change of ciphering and/or    -Invalid msg. contents  | 
 integrity protection is                               | 
 not supported                                         | 
-Relocation triggered          -Relocation triggered   | 
-Any other value               –Radio interface message| 
                                failure                | 
 

The mapping between the cause codes received in RANAP Location Report and the cause codes sent in BSSMAP 
Handover Performed is as follows (this mapping is only used for the MAP-E interface): 
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---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     25.413                         48.008             |Notes 
-------------------------------------------------------┼-------- 
LOCATION REPORT                HANDOVER PERFORMED      |  
                                                       | 
-User restriction start ind.   –O&M intervention       |  
-User restriction start ind.   –O&M intervention       |  
-Requested report type not                             |  1  
 supported                                             | 
-Any other value               -Better cell            | 

NOTE 1: In this case, no Handover Performed is sent. 
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